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Move your public folders for
a complete Exchange migration
Exchange Pro from Binary Tree automates and simplifies enterprise Exchange migrations. It helps you migrate
within an existing Exchange environment, to a new Exchange configuration, or even to Office 365. To take it a
step further, you can also use Exchange Pro Public Folders to migrate content in your public folders. This lets you
migrate your content to on-premises public folders or to Office 365 Public Folders or Groups.
Exchange Pro Public Folders is an easy way to migrate your content. It’s flexible enough to adapt to your needs,
is simple to manage, and scales to the size of your organization—with no limit on the size of content you can
move. It even has bi-directional synchronization, which helps make sure your content migrates correctly and
stays in sync even when your migration takes a while.

“Exchange Pro ties together reporting, scheduling, user communications, and selfservice features that shorten the time required for migration, reduce the risk of
service interruption, and enable the smoothest possible migration experience for
users, administrators, and project managers.”
 Windows IT Pro

COMPLETE MIGRATION

ADAPTABLE ADMINISTRATION

 Complete user transparency into
migration schedules and process

 Configure nearly 100 attributes

 Two-way sync for coexistence
during longer migrations
 Drag-and-drop interface for speed
and simplicity

 Schedule migrations around other
ongoing activities
 Go to the admin console to see
everything in one place

 Zero size limitations

 Avoid breaking delegations with
automation and time-saving features

 Flexible migration to or between
Exchange or even to Office 365

 Gain deep insight with advanced
reports for migration management
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Migration flexibility

Scalable for organizations of all sizes

Exchange Pro automates the process of moving legacy
Exchange public folders to the destination of your
choice. You can move within Exchange 2010, to modern
public folder mailboxes in Exchange 2013, 2016, and
Microsoft Office 365, or even to Microsoft Office 365
Groups.

To scale up for large migrations, Exchange Pro takes
advantage of Binary Tree’s proven Automated Workload
Distribution (AWD) technology. This performs the
migration at the speed and volume that you need.

As easy as drag-and-drop
Exchange Pro uses a simple drag-and-drop interface to
automate the migration of legacy and modern Exchange
public folders between the source and target
environments.

Advanced admin control
With Exchange Pro, you can either enter jobs via its rich
user interface or through a command line. With the
command line, you can automatically sync public folder
migration jobs with other activities. This lets you create
integrated workflows that control a wider scope of your
transformation.

Two-way sync
For migrations that take a longer time, Exchange Pro
does a two-way sync of your public folders between the
source and target destinations. This means you won’t
lose any valuable data as you migrate.

With Exchange Pro
Public Folders, set
the time interval for
the bi-directional
synchronization of
public folders.

Learn More About
Exchange Pro Public Folders
and Get Started Today!
www.BinaryTree.com/Products/ExchangeProPublicFolders

THE BINARY TREE ADVANTAGE
 Rely on the best: A Gold Microsoft Messaging and
Application Development and Gold Cloud Productivity
Partner

 Member of the strategic Microsoft Enterprise
Cloud Alliance

 More than 20 years of experience with migrations and
transformations for enterprise organizations

 Unparalleled support and services for a high quality,
customer-focused experience

 Migrated more than 7,000 clients and 35 million users

 ISO 27001 certified for assurance of quality and security

MKBR-0023-1701

 2014 Messaging Microsoft Partner of the Year
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